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Spatially-resolved soft materials for controlled
release – hybrid hydrogels combining a robust
photo-activated polymer gel with an interactive
supramolecular gel†
Phillip R. A. Chivers and David K. Smith

*

Hybrid hydrogels based on self-assembling low-molecular-weight gelator (LMWG) DBS-CONHNH2 (DBS ¼
1,3;2,4-dibenzylidene-D-sorbitol) and crosslinked polymer gelator (PG) PEGDM (poly(ethyleneglycol)
dimethacrylate) are reported, and an active pharmaceutical ingredient (naproxen, NPX) is incorporated.
The use of PEGDM as PG enhances the mechanical stiﬀness of the hybrid gel (G0 increases from 400 to
4500 Pa) – the LMWG enhances its stability to very high frequency. Use of DBS-CONHNH2 as LMWG
enables interactions with NPX and hence allows pH-mediated NPX release – the PG network is largely
orthogonal and only interferes to a limited extent. Use of photo-activated PEGDM as PG enables
spatially-resolved photo-patterning of robust hybrid gel domains within a preformed LMWG network –
the presence of the LMWG enhances the spatial resolution. The photo-patterned multi-domain gel
Received 16th May 2017
Accepted 1st September 2017

retains pH-mediated NPX release properties and directionally releases NPX into a compartment of higher
pH. The two components within these hybrid PG/LMWG hydrogels therefore act largely independently
of one another, although they do modify each others properties in subtle ways. Hybrid hydrogels
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capable of spatially controlled unidirectional release have potential applications in tissue engineering and
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drug-delivery.

Introduction
Gels are well-known colloidal so materials with a wide range of
commercial applications – from personal care and lubrication
industries to drug formulation and biotechnology. Historically,
many gels are based on polymer networks where either
entanglement/interactions or covalent cross-linking provide the
resulting polymer gel (PG) with the desired physical properties –
these two types of PG are referred to as physical gels and
chemical gels respectively.1 In recent times, polymer chemists
have begun to look to combining two diﬀerent interpenetrating
polymer networks (IPNs) to yield gels in which the new material
is endowed with properties from each individual gel network.2
Polymer gel IPNs are of great current interest, amongst other
applications, for their ability to achieve controlled release of
bioactive therapeutics.3
An alternative to the PG approach to gels relies on lowmolecular-weight gelators (LMWGs) that self-assemble into
highly responsive, tunable and versatile nanoscale supramolecular gel networks, with potential for high-tech applications.4
Department of Chemistry, University of York, Heslington, York, YO10 5DD, UK. E-mail:
david.smith@york.ac.uk; Web: http://www.york.ac.uk/chemistry/staﬀ/academic/o-s/
dsmith/
† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Full experimental
methods and further data from assays. See DOI: 10.1039/c7sc02210g
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Such LMWG-based materials are physical gels, and attention
has recently begun to focus on using them in drug delivery and
tissue engineering applications5 – although their exploitation
lags far behind that of PGs.1b,6 In the absence of drug–gel
interactions, such materials show Fickian release kinetics with
the size of the analyte modifying release rate depending on
network density,7 but if the drug directly interacts with the gel,
release can be signicantly modied.8 If the drug molecule is
part of the LMWG itself, then chemical breakdown of the
gelator prodrug is required to release the active drug.9
Just as PG chemists have turned to combining diﬀerent gel
networks within a single material to achieve synergistic results,
the area of hybrid PG/LMWGs, has recently begun to emerge.10
In principle, orthogonal assembly of the two gel networks allows
each of them to confer its respective properties on the bulk
material without damaging the desirable features of the other.
In practical terms, this most commonly means that a PG
network is used for its robustness in order to provide additional
mechanical strength to a self-assembled LMWG network, which
is weak, but highly tunable and responsive to external stimuli
such as light, pH, ultrasound and temperature.11 For example,
we combined PG agarose with a pH-responsive LMWG and
demonstrated that the PG provided mechanical stability while
the LMWG maintained its ability to assemble/disassemble
within the overall gel via pH cycling.12 Other groups have
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Fig. 1 Structures of LMWG (DBS-CONHNH2) and PG (PEGDM) used in
this study.

employed an enzyme-trigger to switch-on an LMWG network.13
Yang and co-workers demonstrated the ability of hybrid
hydrogels to remain physically robust while extracting and
releasing dyes from aqueous solutions,14 then showed that
a polymer additive could boost the anticancer activity of
supramolecular LMWG nanobres based on a taxol derivative.15
Qi and co-workers developed hybrid hydrogels which incorporated taxol and achieved sustained release.16 Feng and coworkers reported the preliminary use of such materials in
tissue engineering.17 In addition to the impact of the PG on the
mechanical stability of hybrid gels,18 it has also been demonstrated that, inversely, an LMWG network can impact on the
mechanical performance of a PG.19 Intriguingly, however, in
contrast to IPNs formed from PGs, which have seen an explosion of interest, and a large number of high-impact publications,2,3 reports of hybrid gels based on PG/LMWG
combinations remain surprisingly limited. The PG/LMWG
strategy has seen little detailed study or wider exploitation, in
spite of the fact it clearly has tremendous potential in a wide
range of settings.
Recent work in our group has focused on the versatile family
of industrially-relevant gelators based on 1,3;2,4-dibenzylidene20
D-sorbitol (DBS), which can be synthesised on large scale. Of
relevance here, we recently demonstrated the photo-initiation
of a poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM) gel network
within a carboxylic acid-functionalised DBS framework (DBSCOOH).21 We also reported 1,3;2,4-dibenzylidene-D-sorbitol-p,p0 dihydrazide (DBS-CONHNH2),22 capable of stoichiometric noncovalent interaction with active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs), and pH-dependent drug release.23 In this work we aimed
to combine the desirable properties of LMWG (DBS-CONHNH2)
and PG (PEGDM) (Fig. 1) in a hybrid hydrogel for the rst time,
and show that each has an impact on its performance. In this
way, the innovative hybrid PG/LMWG hydrogel would exhibit
new synergistic forms of behaviour.

Edge Article

followed by a heat/cool cycle, yielding translucent hydrogels.
PEGDM was formed by reaction of poly(ethylene glycol) (average
Mw ¼ 8000 Da) with two equivalents of methacrylic anhydride in
the presence of triethylamine, followed by precipitation in
diethyl ether. PEGDM hydrogels were fabricated by UV-photopolymerisation of an aqueous solution containing a known
weight/volume (wt/vol) of PEGDM (minimum gelation concentration ¼ 3% wt/vol) and the photoinitiator (PI) 2-hydroxy-40 -(2hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (0.05% wt/vol). Gels
were photo-polymerised for 30 min under a long-wavelength UV
light source (l ¼ 315–405 nm, PI activation ¼ 365 nm), which
gives rise to a covalently-crosslinked, robust chemical gel.25
As a result of the orthogonal gel formation methods, it was
envisaged that a hybrid hydrogel comprising two separate gel
networks could easily be fabricated. Indeed, this would be
a much simpler fabrication method than our previously reported hybrid PEGDM/DBS-CO2H system, which required the
presence of an additional component to control pH. Hybrid gels
were prepared by gelling a 6 mM solution (1 mL) of DBSCONHNH2, then carefully loading a solution (1 mL) of PEGDM
(known wt/vol) and PI (0.05% wt/vol) on top of the LMWG.
Diﬀusion of PEGDM/PI into the gel was then allowed to
proceed. When performed in NMR tubes and followed by NMR
spectroscopy, this was achieved with ca. 85% eﬃciency over
3 days (see ESI†) – loading is faster in systems with larger
contact areas, but samples were le for 3 days to ensure
complete diﬀusion. Formation of the PG network within the
pre-formed LMWG network was initiated by UV-curing (30 min)
to yield the hybrid hydrogel. By forming gels in vials with
removable bases, it was possible to extract gel cylinders. The
presence of PG in these gels allows them to be handled and
manipulated – not possible for self-assembled LMWG DBSCONHNH2 in the absence of PG. Hybrid gels are referred to as
x%, where x is the loading (wt/vol) of PEGDM in the supernatant.‡ All hybrid gels contain 6 mM DBS-CONHNH2.
Given the clinical importance of the non-steroidal antiinammatory drug naproxen (NPX),26 there has been developing literature interest in its formulation with LMWGs.27
Building on our own previous work,23 NPX was therefore
selected for incorporation into these gels by mixing stoichiometric amounts of NPX with DBS-CONHNH2 before gelation via
sonication and heating as described above. The PEGDM/PI
solution was then pipetted on top of the NPX-loaded DBSCONHNH2 hydrogel and le for 3 days. Comparable diﬀusion of
PEGDM into the gel was seen (by NMR) as in the absence of

Results and discussion
Synthesis of gelators and gel preparation
LMWG (DBS-CONHNH2) and PG (PEGDM) were synthesised
according to previously reported methods.22,24 In brief, DBSCONHNH2 was prepared in two steps; acid-catalysed condensation of D-sorbitol with two equivalents of methyl-4-formyl
benzoate, followed by reaction of the resulting methyl ester
with hydrazine monohydrate. Self-assembly of DBS-CONHNH2
in water (6–8 mM) was stimulated by sonication (15 min)

Chem. Sci.

NPX-loaded free-standing hybrid hydrogels with (a) 5%, (b) 7%,
and (c) 10% PEGDM loading.
Fig. 2
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NPX. Additionally, little-to-no release of the drug into the
supernatant was observed – we suggest NPX is bound to the gel
bres under these conditions. UV-curing, as above, generated
self-standing drug-loaded hybrid hydrogels (Fig. 2).
NMR studies were used to determine how much NPX was
bound to the gel bres. To form gels in NMR tubes, an equimolar mixture of DBS-CONHNH2 and NPX was sonicated and
heated to dissolution in D2O containing DMSO as an internal
standard (0.028 mol dm 3) before transferring to the NMR tube.
Aer gelation, any NPX signals visible in the NMR spectrum
were taken to represent unbound API, the concentration of
which was calculated by comparison of the integrals of relevant
peaks to that of DMSO (d ¼ 2.5 ppm). This experiment indicated
that in these samples, >92% of the NPX in the gel matrix was
bound to the LMWG gel nanobres (see ESI†) and in this ‘solidlike’ environment could not be observed in the NMR spectrum.
Similar results were observed in the hybrid gel.
We employed IR spectroscopy on dried xerogels to learn
more about the interactions present within these gels. We
focussed initially on key DBS-CONHNH2 IR stretches: O–H
(3296 cm 1), N–H (3184 cm 1) and C]O (1639 cm 1). Intriguingly, there were some shis to the O–H stretch in the presence
of the PEGDM gel network ( 7 cm 1), while the N–H stretch was
broadened. This suggests that there may be some degree of
interaction between the two gel networks, and is discussed in
more detail below. However, it should also be noted that the
hybrid gel was more challenging to dry fully and this may also
play a role. Importantly, we then followed the C]O stretch of
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naproxen. In pure solid NPX, the C]O stretch appears at
1725 cm 1. In the DBS-CONHNH2 gel, this is shied slightly to
1727 cm 1 indicative of non-covalent interactions with the gel
network, whereas in a PEGDM gel, the NPX C]O stretch was
unaﬀected at 1725 cm 1, in-line with the view that NPX does not
interact with the PEGDM network. Importantly, in the hybrid
gel, the C]O stretch was shied to 1732 cm 1, which suggests
non-covalent interactions with DBS-CONHNH2 still take place
within the hybrid gel.
We then performed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of
diﬀerent gels in order to gain more detailed insight into the
nanoscale structuring (Fig. 3). Samples were prepared by freezedrying of the gels with low temperatures being used in order to
minimise structural change during drying. DBS-CONHNH2
showed the expected nanobrillar structure, with bre dimensions of 25  11 nm. In contrast, PEGDM exhibited a more
sheet-like structure, as expected in agreement with the
covalently-crosslinked nature of this polymer gel. Imaging of
the hybrid gel indicated both sheet-like structures and nanobres (ca. 20 nm diameter) in agreement with the hypothesis
that both networks are present in the hybrid material. Intriguingly, the DBS-CONHNH2 nanobres appeared to be somewhat
aggregated on the sheet-like structures of the PEGDM network –
of course, this may be an artefact of the drying process, but it
would also be consistent with the observation from IR that there
may be interactions between the two networks.
In the presence of naproxen, the SEM image of DBSCONHNH2 once again indicated the presence of nanobres,
with diameters of 23  10 nm, and appeared very similar to the
SEM image of DBS-CONHNH2 alone. This suggests NPX binds
to the DBS-CONHNH2 nanobres without signicant structural
perturbation. When the hybrid material was interacted with
NPX, nanobres and sheets could once again both be observed,
corresponding to DBS-CONHNH2 and PEGDM. The nanobre
structure appeared more open, and less aggregated onto sheets
than in the absence of NPX, which suggests that as the NPX
interacts with DBS-CONHNH2, it may compete for interactions
between DBS-CONHNH2 and PEGDM and hence open up the
structure. We discuss this in further detail below. We did not
observe much evidence of NPX crystal formation in these gel
samples by SEM.

Macroscopic properties and rheological characterisation

SEM images of freeze-dried xerogels of (top left) DBSCONHNH2 (top right) 10% PEGDM, (centre) 10% hybrid, (bottom left)
DBS-CONHNH2 + NPX, (bottom right) 10% hybrid + NPX.
Fig. 3

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

The macroscopic eﬀects of incorporating PEGDM and NPX
within the DBS-CONHNH2 network were studied with respect to
gel–sol transition temperature (Tgel) and rheological performance. The Tgel value was determined using a simple but
reproducible tube-inversion method.28 Gels (0.5 mL) were
prepared in vials and placed in a thermostatted water bath. The
temperature was raised slowly and the vials inverted at regular
intervals. The Tgel was recorded as the temperature at which the
gel no longer adhered to the glass surface (Table 1).
As expected, increasing LMWG concentration from 6 mM to
8 mM improves thermal stability, as does increasing the
concentration of the PG within the hybrid gel matrix from 5% to
7–10%. Interestingly, incorporation of NPX (6 mM) into the gel
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Table 1

LMWG DBS-CONHNH2

PG PEGDM

Drug NPX

Tgel

6 mM
8 mM
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM

—
—
5%
7%
10%
—
5%
7%
10%

—
—
—
—
—
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM
6 mM

80  C
94  C
85  C
91  C
>100  C
90  C
94  C
99  C
>100  C

network also raises Tgel by ca. 10  C – both for LMWG alone, and
in the hybrid PG/LMWG gels. We suggest this may be a result of
the relatively high partition coeﬃcient of NPX (log P ¼ 3.34)29
which means the hydrophobicity of the DBS-CONHNH2:NPX
complex is greater than DBS-CONHNH2 alone, hence encouraging more eﬀective self-assembly and network formation.
Rheology using parallel plate geometry was used to characterize mechanical properties. The response to changes in shear
strain at constant frequency was probed (see ESI†). The loading
of PEGDM has a very signicant eﬀect on the rheological
properties of the gels. Increasing the PEGDM loading increased
the stiﬀness of the gel in both PG and hybrid gels, indicated by
the signicant increase in G0 (Fig. 4). In general terms, the
hybrid gels behave similarly to the gels of PEGDM alone, suggesting that the PG network dominates the rheological behaviour of the hybrid materials in terms of stiﬀness. It is worth
noting that at 5% PEGDM loading, the hybrid gel is actually less
stiﬀ than DBS-CONHNH2, but at 10% PEGDM, the gel becomes

signicantly stiﬀer (three times) than DBS-CONHNH2. Reecting this, the 10% hybrid hydrogel can also be manipulated
manually – unlike the other soer materials.
In the presence of NPX, the LMWG gel network roughly
doubled its stiﬀness (see ESI†). This supports the view outlined
earlier that NPX encourages self-assembly as a result of its
relative hydrophobicity. In PEGDM alone (see ESI†), the presence of NPX had little-to-no impact on gel stiﬀness – as would
be expected given that there are no specic interactions
proposed between NPX and the PG network. Furthermore, the
hybrid gels behave similarly to those of PEGDM alone. This
conrms that in NPX-loaded hybrid hydrogels, the PEGDM
network remains dominant in determining gel stiﬀness.
The response of gels to increasing frequency at constant
shear strain was also studied (see ESI†). We note that in our
frequency sweep experiments, frequency was increased to
(unusually) high values (ca. 100 Hz) and this leads to an increase
in G0 and G00 , indicative of hardening being induced by these
high frequencies, under which conditions gel dynamics are
being studied over very short timescales – similar eﬀects have
been reported previously.30 Interestingly, the DBS-CONHNH2
gels harden only at ca. 40 Hz, whilst the PEGDM hydrogels
harden at only ca. 15 Hz. The hybrid gels incorporating both
networks harden at intermediate values of ca. 25–30 Hz.
Incorporation of NPX had no signicant impact on frequency
stability. This suggests that frequency stability is greater for the
LMWG DBS-CONHNH2 network – presumably its lower stiﬀness
makes it better able to ex and withstand increasing frequency.
Furthermore, the presence of DBS-CONHNH2 within the hybrid
gel appears to endow it with some of this exibility.
This study demonstrates that both components of the hybrid
hydrogel provide the material with some favourable rheological
characteristics. PEGDM enhances stiﬀness, overall robustness
and ability to be handled, while DBS-CONHNH2 provides the
hybrid gels with greater frequency resistance.

Release of NPX from hybrid hydrogels controlled by pH

Storage (G0 , black) and loss (G00 , red) moduli of hydrogels in the
absence of NPX at 0.25% shear strain and 1 Hz. Errors in moduli are ca.
10% based on repeat experiments. Trends are maintained, and the
impact of PEGDM on increasing stiﬀness of the gel is clearly signiﬁcant,
especially at 10% loading.

Fig. 4
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DBS-CONHNH2 is stable both in molecular terms and as a gel
across the pH range ca. 3–11,22 and has also been shown to
demonstrate pH-dependent NPX release.23 At pH 4, NPX
remained largely bound to gel nanobres, while at pH 8, NPX
was released, as deprotonation of NPX disrupted the acid–base
interactions formed with DBS-CONHNH2. Controlled release
into a pH 8 medium has potential benets for oral administration, as releasing NPX under intestinal rather than gastric
conditions should enhance drug uptake, maximising the eﬀect
of each dose, limiting adverse eﬀects and providing more
eﬀective pain relief.31
In this work, NPX-loaded gels were covered with buﬀer,
incubated at 37  C and NPX release into the supernatant was
monitored by UV-vis absorbance at 329 nm – negative control
experiments were performed on the same gels without NPX. A
similar pH-dependence of NPX release from 6 mM DBSCONHNH2 was observed as previously reported. Over 24 h ca.
25–30% of the total loaded drug was released into pH 4 buﬀer
(Fig. 5 (top)). In contrast, ca. 80–90% was released when using

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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pH ¼ pKa þ log10

Fig. 5 NPX release proﬁles for (top) 6 mM DBS-CONHNH2, (centre)
5% hybrid gel, and (bottom) 10% hybrid gel, into buﬀer solutions with
diﬀerent pH values in each case.

pH 7 and pH 8 buﬀers. A pH 5.5 buﬀer led to release of a total
amount of NPX which was similar to pH 7 and 8 buﬀers, and
suggests the feasibility of this gel as a topical release medium,
particularly useful for pain medications (the surface of skin is
pH 5.4–5.9).32 Changing DBS-CONHNH2 concentration from
6 mM to 8 mM had little impact on NPX release.
Diﬀerences in release of NPX at diﬀerent pH values can be
rationalised using the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation:

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017




½A 
½HA

(1)

given the pKa of NPX is 4.15,29 at pH 4 ca. 30% of the API is
deprotonated, whilst at pH 7 and 8, >99% is. This understanding also holds when NPX release was tested using pH 2.8
buﬀer as receiving medium (Fig. 4 (top)) – only 10% release was
achieved. The proportion of drug release is therefore inversely
proportional to the percentage of NPX that is protonated and
hence bound to the bres. The DBS-CONHNH2 gel achieves
controlled drug release, with pKa determining if the drug
interacts with the nanobres or is free to diﬀuse out of the gel.
SEM imaging (see ESI†) indicated that drug-loaded gels soaked
in pH 4 buﬀer did not signicantly change their
nanostructures.
Despite the excellent release properties demonstrated by
DBS-CONHNH2,23 the LMWG is much too weak to be manipulated. Although this may be useful for transdermal delivery,32 it
limits potential for oral delivery or other applications where
mechanical integrity is desirable. We reasoned that the PG
PEGDM network may solve the rheological problems, whilst the
presence of the LMWG would continue to endow the gel with
pH-mediated release characteristics. In this way, the two
components in the hybrid hydrogel would cooperate synergistically, playing active roles to control performance.
Both 5% and 10% hybrid hydrogels demonstrate a good
degree of pH-dependent NPX release. For samples incubated in
pH 7 and 8 buﬀer, there was a slight decrease in the amount of
NPX released at equilibrium from 80–90% to ca. 70% (Fig. 5
(centre) and (bottom)). We suggest this is the result of a greater
diﬀusional barrier to release, especially for NPX distant from
the gel–sol interface (see below). Conversely, there is a slight
increase in release at pH 4 from 25–30% to ca. 50%. We suggest
this is the result of the PEGDM network somewhat disrupting
NPX:DBS-CONHNH2 interactions, increasing the proportion of
unbound NPX and hence percentage release. A mechanism for
this would result from a degree of interaction between PEGDM
and DBSCONHNH2, as suggested by the IR and SEM studies
described above. Such interactions would mean NPX has to
compete for interactions with the DBS-CONHNH2 nanobres,
and hence give rise to a slightly greater amount of free NPX in
the hybrid gel. The change in release at each pH value becomes
more signicant as the PEGDM loading increases, suggesting
the PG network is indeed responsible for causing these changes.
Once again, SEM imaging (see ESI†) aer soaking these hybrid
gels in pH 4 buﬀer did not indicate signicant morphological
change.
Importantly, when using 5% and 10% PEGDM in the
absence of DBS-CONHNH2, NPX release over 24 hours was
completely independent of pH (see ESI†), conrming that
specic interactions between DBS-CONHNH2 and NPX are
essential for pH-dependent release in the hybrid hydrogels and
that this is not simply a feature of NPX formulated within any
gel in this manner. At 10% loading, the PEGDM PG alone prevented complete release of NPX, with only ca. 80% being
released in all conditions, presumably this is due to some NPX
becoming trapped in the crosslinked PG network. This agrees
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with the eﬀect of PEGDM loading on NPX release from the
hybrid gels described above in which the presence of PEGDM
somewhat decreased the total release at pH 7/8. We therefore
conclude that DBS-CONHNH2 partly retains its properties when
mixed with PEGDM, and endows the hybrid hydrogel with its
own pH-control characteristics – albeit somewhat mediated by
the PEGDM loading.
We also considered the initial kinetics of NPX release (see ESI
for details of method†). Assuming zero-order kinetics it was found
that for DBS-CONHNH2 the initial release rate when the pH of the
receiving solution was less than the pKa of NPX was ca. 6 
10 9 mol min 1. At pH values greater than the pKa, the release
rate increased two-fold to ca. 2.5–3.5  10 8 mol min 1. A small
decrease in release rate was calculated for the 5% hybrid gel,
consistent with an increase in resistance to diﬀusion. However,
incorporating 10% PEGDM signicantly increased NPX release
rate under all conditions. We propose, as described above, that at
high PG concentrations interactions between DBS-CONHNH2 and
PEGDM mean some NPX is ‘free’ within the hybrid gel, increasing
initial release kinetics, but diﬀusional eﬀects then limit the total
equilibrium release of NPX as some of it remains trapped. For gels
made from PEGDM alone, the release rate was essentially independent of pH – demonstrating that interactions with the LMWG
nanobres are responsible for controlling NPX release kinetics.

Photopatterning of multidomain gels
Importantly, the choice of photo-initiated PEGDM as the PG
network in our hybrid gels introduces the exciting possibility of
an additional level of control over these materials – spatial
control. By performing photo-irradiation through a mask it is,
in principle, possible to pattern regions of PG network within
a pre-formed LMWG matrix. We reasoned this may allow us to
‘write’ patterns into gels loaded with a bioactive component – in
this case NPX. Although photo-patterning is relatively common
within hybrid IPN polymer gels,33 the only example in which
a PG has been photo-patterned within an LMWG matrix is that
published by us based on pH-responsive DBS-COOH.21
To demonstrate that spatial resolution could be achieved for
the simple DBS-CONHNH2 and PEGDM system, the LMWG was
pre-dissolved in DMSO (0.4 mL) and added to boiling water
(9.6 mL). The concentration of DBS-hydrazide in this nal
solution was 6 mM. The hot solution was transferred to a square
glass mould (width ¼ 50 mm, depth ¼ 10 mm) and le to cool,
upon which a translucent gel formed (depth ¼ 4 mm). A solution of PEGDM (10% wt/vol) and PI (0.05% wt/vol) was then
loaded onto this gel and le for 3 days to diﬀuse in, aer which
the supernatant was removed. Acetate photomasks were printed
and xed over the mould – the use of laser-printed acetate
photomasks allows for simple preparation of a very wide range
of 2D-photo-patterned geometries, as they can simply be printed with any desired pattern. The mould was placed in ice and
the sample photo-polymerised under a UV lamp for 30 min.
Performing the experiment in this geometry allows for eﬀective
UV penetration and prevents heating eﬀects that can disrupt the
pre-formed LMWG DBS-CONHNH2 gel. Areas of the gel shielded
from the UV light by the photomask were not photopolymerised
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(a) A ring-shaped photomask was applied over (b) the NPXloaded LMWG gel and the pattern transferred to the gel by UV-photopatterning. The weak LMWG interior and exterior were easily
removed to leave (c) the more robust hybrid hydrogel ring.
Fig. 6

and remained as a weak LMWG material composed of selfassembled DBS-CONHNH2 nanobres and unpolymerised
PEGDM. However, in those areas that UV light could access
through the mask, the PEGDM network was crosslinked and the
material was much more robust, containing both PG and
LMWG networks. Photopatterning was achieved with excellent
spatial resolution, in stark contrast to control experiments
carried out in the absence of the supporting DBS-CONHNH2
LMWG matrix, in which all of the PEGDM polymerised
regardless of whether or not the area was masked. This highlights the vital role of the pre-formed LMWG network in
controlling the formation of a spatially-resolved multi-domain
gel system. This is presumably because performing the
‘patterning-in’ step within a gel limits diﬀusion and convection,
hence allowing photo-crosslinking polymerisation to proceed
with much greater spatial control.
The above methodology was then adapted for fabrication of
NPX-loaded multidomain gels by dissolving the drug in DMSO
alongside DBS-CONHNH2. In this way, we could pattern the
hybrid gel, pre-loaded with bioactive NPX, into any shape we
chose – to exemplify, we generated a photo-‘patterning in’
a ring-shaped NPX-loaded hybrid gel domain, with LMWG
domains inside and outside the ring (Fig. 6). These LMWG
domains could then be easily removed from the multi-domain
gel by washing as they are rheologically very weak, hence
leaving behind the free-standing NPX-loaded ring-shaped PG/
LMWG object. This simple ‘pattern exposure’ washing step
was achieved using a low pressure jet of water from a ‘squeezy
bottle’ which fully breaks down and removes the so LMWG,
while the robust hybrid PG/LMWG domain remains completely
undamaged. Other elegant approaches to free-standing supramolecular hydrogels have also very recently been reported.34
In summary, the use of PEGDM as the PG component
endows the materials with the capacity to be photo-patterned.
Spatial resolution is enhanced by the presence of the LMWG
network – once again illustrating how the two components
subtly inuence one another's performance within these hybrid
PG/LMWG gels. Importantly, the patterning step still takes
place successfully in the presence of a UV-stable bioactive
component present within the gel, in this case, NPX.
Directional release of NPX from a photopatterned gel matrix
The ability to pattern robust PG domains of any shape into an
interactive LMWG aﬀorded us a unique opportunity to achieve
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spatially-resolved and directional NPX release. To demonstrate
the potential of this material to preferentially release an active
ingredient in one direction over another, a 10 mL sample of
NPX-loaded (6 mM) 10% hybrid gel was prepared in a mould as
described above. An acetate photomask was xed over the
mould and the sample photo-polymerised with UV light for
15 min. This ‘patterned-in’ a vertical band of hybrid hydrogel
(width ¼ 20 mm) down the centre of the mould, from which the
surrounding LMWG was easily removed using the subsequent
‘pattern exposure’ washing step (Fig. 7). Buﬀer solutions with
pH values of 2.8 and pH 7 (1.5 mL) were then pipetted onto
either side of this band and the solutions stirred using magnetic
eas. The release of NPX into each compartment at room
temperature was monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy over
3 hours. At each time point, 100 mL of buﬀer solution was
removed and diluted to 2 mL in a UV cuvette, with fresh buﬀer
being added to maintain constant volume – we allowed for this
systematic removal of some NPX in our release calculations.
A signicant diﬀerence between release rates into the two
compartments was observed over the duration of the experiment – aer 3 hours the amount of NPX released into pH 7
buﬀer was 6 times greater than into pH 2.8 buﬀer (Fig. 7). The
initial release rate at pH 7 was ca. 10 times greater (1.15 
10 8 mol min 1) than under acidic conditions (1.18 
10 9 mol min 1). Interestingly, as incorporation of NPX somewhat clouds the gel, the gradual diﬀerences in release from
either side of hybrid gel band could even be visually observed
(Fig. 8). The le-hand side of the gel in contact with pH 2.8
buﬀer remained largely cloudy, while the right hand side
became increasingly transparent as the NPX is released into the
pH 7 buﬀer. The initial release rate of NPX from this photopatterned hybrid gel at pH 7 is slower than in the release
studies described above. This is believed to be due to the lower
experimental temperature and decreased contact surface area of
the gel:buﬀer interface in this geometry.§ The separate pH
values of the two receiving buﬀer solutions were maintained
throughout the 3 hour experiment, illustrating the ability of the
patterned hybrid gel to act as an eﬀective membrane between
compartments on this timescale. If this experiment was le for
much longer (e.g. days/months), we anticipate it would eventually come to equilibrium of pH and drug concentration, but
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The increase in NPX loss from the hybrid gel preferentially into
pH 7 buﬀer (to the right of the gel band) can be seen as the gel
gradually becomes optically transparent on the right hand side over
time: (top left) 0.5 h (top right) 3 h. The lower image represents
a summary of the controlled, directional release experiment.
Fig. 8

importantly, the gel signicantly retards this process. Further, if
the released drug was being used up at a faster rate, for example
in a biological process, removing the system from equilibrium,
this system would oﬀer an eﬀective way of achieving directional
control over outcomes. Experiments moving gels away from
equilibrium are an emerging interest,35 and focussing on
coupling biological processes in specic compartments is a key
future target.
In the literature, previous examples of unidirectional release
from gels achieve this by either protection36 or deprotection of
one face of a drug reservoir37 or application of an external eld.38
Our report constitutes an innovative approach to the important
goal of unidirectional release, driven by pH diﬀerences between
compartments. Importantly, the process is not just controlled
by drug solubility – the PG alone releases NPX equally into

Fig. 7 (Centre) a vertical band of hybrid gel was photopatterned into the LMWG. Release of NPX into (left) pH 2.8 buﬀer and (right) pH 7 buﬀer

(right) was monitored over a 3 hour period.
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solutions of all pH values. Directional release is controlled by
the interactions between DBS-CONHNH2 and NPX in diﬀerent
pH regimes.
Crucially, controlled directional release without the need for
any further modication of the gel matrix is a result of
combining (i) the robust self-supporting nature of these materials endowed by PEGDM, with (ii) the pH-dependence of the
NPX:DBS-CONHNH2 interactions, and (iii) the shape control
induced by PEGDM photo-patterning. In this way, both
components of the hybrid gel actively contribute to the observed
innovative function. This approach suggests the development of
spatially-dened materials which only release their cargoes
when brought into contact with a suitable environment. Such
systems could have considerable value for applications in
spatially-targeted drug delivery from implanted gels or tissue
engineering with spatially-resolved growth factor release
depending on the growing tissue in contact with the gel surface.
The value of shape-specic release of drugs/bioactives is well
understood in the PG eld,39 and we suggest many of the
principles developed there can be transferred to the new eld of
hybrid PG/LMWG hydrogels explored here.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a simple, scalable approach to
hybrid hydrogels based on a self-assembling LMWG (DBSCONHNH2) and a covalently cross-linked PG (PEGDM). The
components combine synergistically to endow their own properties onto the overall material. We have carefully characterised
the impact of both components and characterised the extent to
which they are orthogonal:
 The PG endows the hybrid hydrogels with stiﬀness and at
10% loading good ability to be handled. This is not adversely
aﬀected by the LMWG, but the soer LMWG network has
greater resistance to higher frequencies, which is also partly
passed on to the hybrid gel.
 The LMWG controls NPX release depending on pH, based
on the pKa value of the drug. In the absence of LMWG, the PG
cannot control drug release, but increasing amounts of PG in
the hybrid gel limit overall release and pH selectivity, potentially
as a result of competitive interactions of the LMWG nanobres
with the PG network.
 The PEGDM PG can be formed with shape-specicity using
photo-patterning trough simple design-printed acetate masks –
however, the presence of the LMWG is essential for this to be
achievable with spatial resolution.
 The LMWG endows the spatially-dened hybrid gels with
pH-selective release properties, as demonstrated by preferential
directional release into a compartment of pH 7 buﬀer in
competition with a compartment of pH 2.8 buﬀer.
In summary, we conclude that the PG and LMWG both
clearly express their functionality in the hybrid hydrogel and are
largely orthogonal, but note that when both networks are
present they do impact on each other in subtle ways.
These spatially-resolved hybrid hydrogels have potential for
a wide range of applications, from more evident ones such as
drug delivery and tissue engineering, to more speculative ones
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including nano-electronics and microuidics. We suggest that
using using two-photon methods to achieve detailed 3D pattering of such hybrid hydrogels will be of particular future
interest. Given the intense interest in IPNs incorporating two
diﬀerent PGs, we propose that the surprisingly over-looked
synergistic combination of LMWGs and PGs – a eld still in
its infancy – oﬀers great potential for future exploitation.
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